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Abstract: Summary Since entering the information age, Internet platforms are becoming more and more widely used in all walks of life. And at the same time, Building lifelong education system also is a social consensus. In this context, articles will be based on internet platform, Explore the building strategy of a lifelong education system, attempting to teach our country for life. The build of a fertility system provides some help, to promote lifelong education in China. Step development. article view, make full use of various information network Technologies, Add Lifelong education organizations and institutions, Promoting the pluralistic development of lifelong education system, is useful for building a lifelong education system.
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Current, As our education level continues to improve, Lifelong Education begins to receive more and more attention, and gradually become type Mainstream educational philosophy. And at the same time, speeding up informatization in country construction background, Internet platform in multiple areas should be The is also becoming more and more extensive. So, We need to be on the Internet ping table, trying to build. A scientifically sound lifelong education system, this to me The future development of education in the country is beneficial.

The lifelong education system is guided by the basic principles of, before using along life-long education concept, working toward specific teaching goals a normalized system of, its presence, can greatly advance a country's lifelong education development. Usually, on Build lifetime after education, Practice effects of lifelong education get promoted, will ultimately have a positive impact on the development of our education. Since lifetime education idea since, Many countries and regions incorporate lifelong education. Concepts into their own educational practices, and form a style with the wind teaching mode. To promote the level of domestic education, Our country also promotes lifelong education in the new century, proposed construct Building Lifelong education system, Creating a learning society "" Education Development Target.

As an important part of the modern education system, Lifelong Education System same as National education system, about our education development The has a great contribution, and the nature of the, Lifetime education system is there Informal education system for domestic educational development. During the final body education We cannot simply treat it as a reason read or slogan, Instead, consider it a teaching practice activity.

Because the building of a lifelong education system is a huge project, It is not only closely linked to educational reforms, also involves information Network-related content, so we want to construct an internet-based platform Build lifelong education system, We need to explore more efficient actions. measures, To help develop related areas, in mutual Networking platforms, We can use a variety of information technology tools to to start teaching activities, This is considered the development of lifelong education Victory path. in the new Era, We need to be based on the reality of our education, Focus To explore the building of a lifelong...
education system, for the promotion of national education level. Create a good condition, that is, Building a scientific and reasonable end body Education, adapting to international talent competitive trends, Promote state teaching objective requirements for breeding development.

1. Status quo and problems of lifelong education in China

Current, lifelong education in our country has been slow for decades, after development, with initial scale. However, we can also see, the level of lifelong education development in China is still low, not only at theoretical level relatively scarce, at the same time in policy regulations, institutional system. There are a number of issues with, teaching methods and methods. For in the education field, Lifelong education system integrates multiple education elements Organic whole, is relatively difficult to optimize and refine. Also because of this, so far, Our Lifelong education body The construction of the system is still difficult, Heavy and far.

Current, in the process of building a lifelong education system in China, also There are a number of problems with.. specifically to see, mainly reflected in the following

Aspects:

First, Less organization for lifelong education. vs. Western developed Countries more than, Our country is not yet large, Higher-level education College and Education Center organization, That's a big part of me. Construction of lifelong education system, Many people have lost their lifelong education opportunity. at the same time, Our country's development in the field of continuing education is also very sluggish after, Less relevant educational institutions and organizations, difficult to meet social Overall requirements, and vocational education and continuing education because of the general bias for better development. final, Lifelong education organization The lack of a number of causes a lag in lifelong education development, objective The prevents the lifelong education system from building. current, Our country is not established An official institution or organization dedicated to lifelong education development, also no Find complete lifetime education laws and regulations, This indicates that the current Our life-long education practice is not enough, Need to make a further effort; Second, and currently our country's investment in education is still in the "" Primary and higher education primary, and lifelong education-related casts is relatively small, This directly results in a strict fund for lifelong education in China Not enough,Become a more serious problem; last, My country's Lifetime Education Resources distribution differences between regions, in no Network interconnect conditions, The goal of sharing teaching resources is difficult implementation.

As compared to other countries, Our country is currently in the field of lifelong education Show relative lag, not built _ A more complete lifetime education Department. just, This also indirectly indicates the development of lifelong education in our country null Big Room, also has great development potential. future, with home increased awareness of public education and increased leisure time, home End The conditions for building an education system will become more and more mature, so it's issuedshow prospects are generally optimistic. plus, Current education expenditure in China The proportion of the national economy has exceeded the 4%, National free Learning Resources getting more and more, This has largely driven domestic Education Development, It also lays a solid foundation for the development of lifelong education. on the basis of. It is understood, The current number of schools in our country, Basic education set apply, School level has reached a high level, lifelong education The construction of the system already has the underlying conditions.

2. to construct a lifelong education system under internet conditions

Strategy

for our country in the process of building a lifelong education system of the problem, We can base on internet platform, The takes the following build lifetime Policies for the education system:

2.1 fully utilizes various information network Technologies

The process of building a lifelong education system using the Internet platform in, We can use multimedia technology, cutting-edge information such as remote technology technology, forward _ step to enrich the form

2 | Lifelong Education
and content of lifelong education, make more people can get a chance to continue learning via network. This is a new period to promote lifelong education system development. Big cut future, with the gradual narrowing of the gap between urban and rural areas in China and the prevalence of the internet in the country, We can take full advantage of network resources, to construct To Build a multi-level open lifelong education system, let more social The public will have the opportunity to enjoy continuing education and lifelong education, This can help the country to build more people to a large extent, Benefit our economic and social development, and in resource utilization. We need the help of all kinds of colleges and universities and research institutes. source, information sharing across the Internet, To set up an overlay of people public Networking learning Platform, providing all kinds of learning services to the public, with to share teaching Resources.

Because lifelong education is a relatively broad concept, It To A large extent requires open and shared education resources, and Internet Network platform meets this resource sharing requirement, to End The construction of the body education system provides the necessary technical support and theory. Support, so in order to promote the development of lifelong education in China, we can on internet platform, Full Play it in the process of resource integration Advantages, To promote the development of lifelong education in China. For example, We can under internet conditions, moderately release the administration of some teaching resources permissions, and use flexible instructional resources to integrate applications, make More organizations and organizations have access to lifelong education support.

In the process of using the Internet platform, We can use the remote Technology, Home Network learning terminal, Learning Web sites and so on to fully apply to, provides quick and easy learning resources and conditions for the general public. For example, we can build _ Batch Large Learning Web site, Features Strong server, Various numbers of web-based learning for the general public resource, help them get more convenient learning conditions. current, Multimedia courseware that is more popular in the network, Network course, Evaluate Machine-assisted teaching devices and so on, All become life-long education platforms and approach, Help a lot of people get into the _ Step learning Opportunity, in addition, can also be broadcast, TV, Network video etc propagate within the medium or platform to incorporate a number of public knowledge to learn the inside allow. Some entertainment programs can also moderately increase history, Literature etc knowledge, enabling people to learn in the entertainment process, when then, While vigorously developing internet learning, Traditional Learning channel can also be used for us. For example, We can use all kinds of paper teaching materials and audio materials, Let richer knowledge be in society propagate, Let people unknowingly get the baptism of knowledge. anyway, We can actively explore new teaching development model, make lifetime The idea of education can be rooted in the hearts of, structure of the lifelong education systemThe build has great help. future, with the public in the study of the Diversity Requirements, Traditional teaching concepts and patterns have been difficult to adapt to development needs, What we need to do is to innovate, Adjust in time teaching mode, breaking backward closed teaching with new teaching measures system, Set _ new body of educational development requirements for new Era Department. of course, in the process, We also need to consider the entire country Home Development's basic conditions, and take a diverse approach to development, this way To better use the various teaching resources. summary, in New era, with the rapid development of information technology, The teaching advantage of Internet Platform is highlighting, to build a new lifelong education system, We need base on internet platform, Explore more instructional innovation Patterns, This is not just The inevitable requirements of the age of development, and Also the vast majority of educators Force direction.

2.2 Transform Popular ideas

To see specifically, We need to make efforts in the following areas:

On the one hand, to deepen your understanding of lifelong education, try to set an end Body Education belief. Whether teaching worker, or general public, is all about the trend of the Times. The meaning
of lifelong education and special sign for understanding, and consciously participate in it, do a love learning, End Learning person, This is the basic premise of building lifelong education concept. Also only when most people in society realize that life-long education importance, and actively participates in it, People have a chance to learn extensively. Learning all kinds of knowledge, value of lifelong education system can be highlighted.

Another Aspect, After changing the education concept, We also need to use the New Education theory dissemination and promotion, make lifelong education concept possible is in deep reach. So to when faced with various teaching challenges hou, We can have a strong ability to respond. We're going to go with trends in times of development, tries to solve new teaching problems, to Building a lifelong education system creates conditions for all aspects. For example, on Evaluate teaching effectiveness, We can follow the relevant instructional guidelines theory, Building new teaching evaluation system, and then fully send on this basis Swing the initiative, inspire The learning power of the educated people, Let's more many People can learn new knowledge, through teaching evaluation concept of the transition change, We can use the latest ideas to guide the behavior of the public, help helps them establish lifelong education and lifelong learning. Long this to, The building of a lifelong education system can be made possible. As long as we are on the basis of a correct educational concept, again through various media Promote lifelong education promotion, so long term, life-long education is bound to become social mainstream idea, Popular traditional view of thinking read will be broken, Then, We can develop for lifelong education Create a good atmosphere for public opinion, This will be something Ordinary love. Of course, Moderately increase the age of compulsory education, or vigorously develop Adult Education, can promote the development of lifelong education to a great extent.

2.3 Increase lifelong education organizations and institutions

When necessary, We also need to set up a certain lifetime education group Weave and organization, give them full responsibility for lifelong education, from provides better conditions for the implementation of lifelong education policies. For example, We can have the Education Department on the basis of the existing, by the central lead, To The leadership group for lifelong Education development, and Perfect legal constraint, The construction of lifelong education system in China can bring very direct help. Want to know, Lifelong education system The construction of the also relies on the reform of the education mechanism, and driving the school body Multiple developments, This is an important part of building a lifelong education system secure. We can from the legal system, education policy, Management system, and so on to start with, provides a good system for social school and lifelong education conditions. This can also greatly promote the development of lifelong education in China one 16-Fair. Other, We need to make full use of the power of change., from Macro level promote the improvement and development of lifelong education system in China, for Life The construction of the education system and the improvement of educational quality clear up all obstacles. Previous experience shows: The development of the Education for lifelong education of the in the course of future development, is going to take the idea of innovative development, Building a lifelong education system in a prominent position, to make it The basic pillars of human resource powerhouse strategy, This is beneficial to our lifelong Education Development. We need to optimize the existing teaching system process, and then follow the new lifelong education requirements, re-establish a new teaching fertility, Make good communication between educators and educators Exchange Relationship, allow both sides to behave in a normalized system constraint, to better promote our lifelong education Breeding Development.

We need to vigorously develop basic education in the context of, into a Step to popularize more education channels and teaching modes, make more social public to participate in it, For more access to education. example [], We can at universities, Community, actively open areas such as public places Show education and promotional activities, to involve more social organizations, total with the promotion of lifelong education in China. In fact, through research we Easy to find, Many businesses and societies, wants to promote an insider work on further studies, enables employees to obtain through more learning channels long and progressive, and,
We can also bring family education into life. View of the educational system, strengthening the construction of modern education network, will end extended to home, increasing the organization of informal education degree.

2.4 Promoting the diversity of lifelong education systems

In the new era, the need for talent in society is more than Meta features, this directly increases the diversity of education. On this condition, to build a scientifically sound lifelong education system, we need efforts to promote the diversity of domestic education. Further, add end Body Education channel, form and content, structure of the lifelong education system. The build has great help. We know, Innovation for Education course Exhibition also has great help in building a lifelong education system, when I after the existing instructional design and teaching objectives are improved, the quality of the breeding will change. To to, Teaching Content more close to reality, To meet the needs of the community for talent, people can be used through a variety of lifelong learning platforms, to combine its own features and Advantage, Choose a learning style for your own, content and Paths. Condition and, When the course's schema has changed, the Educated can be more actively participate in learning, adaptability to various teaching environments also enhanced. After a period of time, If we can and summing up experience, allow progress to be made in Step Normalization, Building a lifelong education system will have better conditions.

To use the Internet platform as a carrier, and take advantage of its advantages to Building a lifelong education system, Then we're going to have to vote in the platform into aspects outside of The effort, should also actively start at multiple levels, Create good conditions for the development of lifelong education. That is to promote the pluralistic development of lifelong education system, let information The technical resources can be applied to maximum lifetime education. Example "", "we can be geographically based, Differences in resource distribution and different, Looking for a change in the philosophy of lifelong education, and then explore A new model for sharing teaching resources across the area, with new class for general needs Process to enrich the content of lifelong education, Building for lifelong education lay a solid foundation. In this procedure, we require to enhance cooperative communication between social organizations and individuals, hard to implement sharing of current teaching resources; on the other, We also need to use the Internet platform for carrier, take full advantage of various network information resources, make network capital Source A new way to lifelong education. We can increase The level of resource openness in universities, to provide more free for the community or lower-cost teaching resources, So you can enrich the mass industry rest life at the same time, To help them set the concept of lifelong education, and product very involved in lifelong education.

in the new era, only in the teaching philosophy, teaching Methods, teaching Download The body, and so on, constantly seek innovation, to conform to the Times trend, Completing the building of a lifelong education system. For example, to find seek teaching innovation, We need teachers in the field of lifelong education Training guide, taking the lead in building a powerful faculty, so that provides the necessary intellectual support for the development of lifelong education. On this process, We also need to work to increase investment in lifelong education, From social fund-raising, Financial allocations and other channels to obtain the necessary financial support, The growth of a lifelong education team and the construction of a lifelong education system Has a great help.

3. Closing

To summarize, Building lifelong education system based on internet platform, is the inherent requirement of the development of lifelong education in China. So, this After analyzing the connotation of lifelong education system, indicates the build end Body education system _ policies, want to be able to educate our lifelong education Development offers _ help. Future, China to build _ scientifically sound lifelong education system, You need to first change the mindset to Find the transition, and then make full use of the various network teaching methods and approach, Let modern remote technology, Multimedia technology can be in lifelong education.
applies. only then, We can make better use of Various internet resources, create better for lifelong education condition. 

Of course, when conditions permit, countries can increase the moderately The funding for lifelong education, and for the domestic lifelong education system The Build of provides the necessary financial support. This will definitely give lifelong education the body The build of the system brings a lot of help. If the country can actively leadguide the development direction of lifelong education in China, Then we are much easier to base on internet platform, Building a lifelong education system.
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